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Abstract 

 

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is emerging as a strong contender towards wireless broadband. Through, the Third 

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) champions a flat all IP-architecture and exploits the latest advances in 

physical layer technologies including Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA), Orthogonal 

Frequency Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO).   These exploits target 

maximizing spectrum utilization, realizing high bandwidth potential and latencies in the order of 5ms. Meanwhile, 

the flat IP architecture provides a simplified and more efficient network architecture, further enabling ease and 

flexibility of deployment and operation.  This tutorial  will present a solid and updated understanding of LTE, 

covering the major aspects of LTE from the physical layer involving OFDMA and SC-FDMA, through the MAC 

layer, and spanning the air interface, scheduling and the LTE architecture. The tutorial will also cover LTE’s support 

of multimedia services and applications, and highlight their impact on system performance. In addition, we will 

review the co-existence of LTE with other 4G wireless access technologies, covering the similarities and differences 

of technical aspects and economic merits of these technologies. The tutorial will be geared towards giving a 

technical insight into LTE protocols, services and techniques for technical engineers and managers, and providing 

business analysis with the latest updates of LTE market trends. It will also offer academic and industry researchers a 

solid overview of the recent advances, and outline the relevant open issues. 
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The organizers are currently writing a book, together with AbdElhamid Taha, titled “LTE vs. WiMAX: The 

Race towards Broadband Wireless Services”, John Wiley and Sons (expected early 2010). 
 


